Similarities in eukaryotic genomes.
1. The degree of overlap between the human genome and that of other eukaryotes is considered. Biochemical and molecular studies have shown that all eukaryotic organisms evolved from a common progenator that lived several billion years ago. 2. From a geneological point of view, all eukaryotes are related and their genes are all descended from common ancestors. 3. However, most of the DNA in eukaryotic genomes is not transcribed and has been free to drift in nucleotide sequence. Therefore, the question of overlap can only be applied meaningfully to the few per cent of the genome that is expressed. 4. During the last billion years many genes have duplicated and diverged and new genes have been formed by accretion of domains copied from other genes (exon shuffling). 5. The rate of genetic divergence has been such that only a few portions coding for pieces of highly conserved proteins are still shared by all eukaryotes including those that diverged over 600 million years ago. 6. On the other hand, a fairly large number of shared genes can be recognized among species that separated within the last few hundred million years. 7. Human genes have a high degree of identity with homologs in closely related organisms such as other mammals and a decreasing level of identity with their homologs in more distantly related species.